Pre-operative staging of cervical cancer: comparison of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT) with histologic results.
Thirty-two patients with histologically confirmed cervical carcinoma were preoperatively investigated using MRI; in addition, a CAT-scan was performed on 15 of these patients. The diagnostic results using both modalities were compared with the histological findings (after hysterectomy according to Wertheim-Meigs, including lymph node dissection in the pelvic and, in part, in para-aortal regions). Determination of tumour volume was possible with high accuracy using MRI. Accuracy in assessing the parametria was 86%, vagina 90%, bladder and rectum 97%. The shortcoming of MRI is still the detection of infiltrated lymph nodes. The accuracy of 69% achieved for lymph nodes is equal to results with computed tomography. The general accuracy for our patients in staging was 81% for MRI versus 47% for CT. MRI-based diagnosis enables us to determine a correct tumour staging preoperatively, and is therefore very helpful in planning an adequate therapy. If MRI were used more widely it would contribute to simplification and shortening of the preoperative diagnostic procedure in patients with cervical carcinoma.